
 

AUTOMATIC GATES HOW WIDE CAN OUR GATE BE? 

 

‘How wide can our gates be?’ Gates can be almost any width in theory, but in reality the 

wider the gate the more costly by far! 

 

By far? Yes as the gate width increases, so do the forces needed to move it and more so, 

to stop it and send it the other way, (if something gets in its way). This ‘Stop & Reverse’ 

(the Snap) is necessary when safety devices detect an obstruction. Typically another user 

attempting access when the gate is closing, etc. 

 

  
 

Since the advent of additional safety devices detecting obstacles in opening as well as 

closing, this ‘Snap’ is now more prevalent than ever. 

 

The height of a gate is not as important as its width, but is still a consideration when 

designing a suitable control system. 

 

   
 

The construction of the gate and its weight should also be considered, especially with any 

‘Snap’ calculation or allowance. 

 

The greatest factors that have to be catered for within any maximum gate sizing, are the 

environmental factors, including the most likely ‘Wind Resistance’! 



 

How is that? Wind can assist or resist the movement of a gate, much like the sail of a 

boat and these forces have been known to cause damage to the system. Constant 

buffeting from even low wind levels may only sound annoying, but they also weaken 

operators & fixings, gate furniture & support. 

 

  
 

Where is the extra cost? Everywhere! The physical element, gates furniture, supports, 

foundations and alike, the operators and additional safety devices, that become necessary 

and above all, the ‘Risk’ of potential injury to persons or damage to property are all 

greater, the larger the gate becomes. 

 

Reliability is also at risk and servicing levels increase, as well as any likely repair costs 

and routine maintenance, all grow with larger and more wind effected gates. 

 

  
 

Have you any guide?  Based upon a 2m high, solid swing gate, driven by a quality ram 

type operator, at 2m wide each gate leaf, bad weather will stall, slow or stop the gate, 

during a typically 29mph (almost force 7). At 2.5m wide, wind only need fall to 25mph 

(about force 6) and only 20mph (about force 5) for 3m wide. Under-gate operators would 

struggle to achieve these figures reliably and risk reduced life expectancy. Just when you 

would most need your gate to work, it could fail, or take an age to move? 

 

Every day reasonably sized gates open & close fully allowing access as required! 
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